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Inscribed Presentation Copy
1. Abel, John J. (1857-1938) & Seiko Kubota. On the
presence of histamine (beta-iminazolyl-ethylamine) in the
hypophysis cerebri and other tissues of the body and its
occurrence among the hydrolytic decomposition products of
proteins. Offprint from The Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics 13 (1919). 243-300pp. Original printed
wrappers. Front wrapper inscribed: “Professor [John] Howland with the kind regards of J. J. A. & S. K.”; Howland’s stamp
on front wrapper.Very good.		
$950
First Edition, Offprint Issue. Abel isolated histamine
from the pituitary extract of animals and demonstrated its role in
digestion. In the present paper, read before the American Society
for Pharmacology and Therapeutics on 25 April 1919, Abel stated
that “he had become convinced that all the ‘motilines,’ ‘peristaltic
hormones,’ ‘vaso-dilantins,’ and ‘histamine-like substances in tissues’ described by European investigators were one and the same
substance: histamine . . . Abel succeeded in isolating and identifying histamine as the pictrate in extracts of the pituitary gland.
Furthermore, he isolated histamine from extracts of the gastric and intestinal mucosa . . . He summarized by
saying ’It is our belief that this substance [histamine] makes its appearance wherever living protoplasm exists,
or at least, wherever protoplasm is killed; in other words, that it arises wherever a tissue protein is even partially
disrupted by enzumes, acids, or other hydrolytic agents’” (Davenport, A History of Gastric Secretion and Digestion,
p. 170). John Howland (1873-1926), the recipient of this copy, was a director of pediatrics at Johns Hopkins and
a prominent researcher into pediatric diseases and disorders; the American Pediatric Society’s John Howland
Award is named for him. 44704

The Scientific Method
2. Bacon, Francis (1561-1620). Instauratio magna.
[Novum organum sive indicia vera de interpretatione naturae.] Small folio. [12, including blank leaf conjugate with
engraved title], 172, 181-360, 36, [2]pp. Beautiful engraved
title-page by Simon de Passe (1595-1647). London: John Bill,
1620. 292 x 192 mm.Vellum ca. 1620, leather spine labels, a
bit soiled. Remnants of blue paper on front and back pastedowns, first leaves a bit soiled but a fine copy. Leather booklabel of Frederick Spiegelberg.		
$30,000
First Edition, second issue. (Only a handful of copies of the
first issue exist.) The philosophical exposition of the experimental method in science, which greatly influenced the creation and
development of the first scientific academies—the “Invisible College,” the Royal Society, and the Académie Royale des Sciences,
with inestimable effect on the development of scientific thought.
At a time when scholars still relied on classical authority and
metaphysical speculation to learn about the world they lived in,
Bacon conceived a new means of acquiring true knowledge of
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the world via observation, experiment and inductive reasoning, the type
of logical thinking that ascends from specific facts to the establishment
of general laws and principles. Bacon saw this novum organum, or “new
instrument” as the means of bringing about a “great revolution” (instauratio
magna) in thought. Once taught the new experimental method, everyone
would be capable of engaging in scientific investigation, unlocking the
secrets of nature and applying the results (ideally) for the betterment of
humankind. Bacon’s vision of science inspired the subsequent foundation of
the first scientific academies, and also opened up the question of science’s
relationship with government and society.
Bacon originally envisioned the Instauratio magna in six parts, of which only
two were completed: De augmentis scientiarum (1623), and Novum organum,
which, along with the introduction to the third part (Parasceve ad historiam
naturalem et experimentalem), and two sets of Aphorisms, makes up the present
work. The second issue has the errata leaf and colophon reading “Londini/
Apud Joannem Billium/Typographum Regium/M.DX.XX.” STC 1163.
Horblit 8b. Dibner 80. Printing and the Mind of Man 119. Gibson, Bacon
(1950), 103b. Eiseley, “Francis Bacon,” Makers of Modern Thought (1972). Norman 98. 43494
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Discovery of Blood Serum
3. Barbato, Girolamo (fl. 2nd half of the 17th century).
Dissertatio elegantissima de sanguine et eius sero . . . 12mo. [2],
82pp. Frankfurt am Main: Impensis Joh. Davidis Zunneri, Bibl.
Literis Johannis Andreae, 1667. 137 x 81 mm.Vellum ca. 1667,
a little warped, title in ink on spine. Some foxing and toning
but very good. “Ex libris Brun” in an early hand on the title.
							$8500
First Edition. Barbato discovered blood plasma and its clotting factors, and first published these discoveries in this extremely
rare and little-known small volume. He discovered that the blood
cells were suspended in the plasma, which he called “serum,” and he
pointed out the similarities between blood serum and egg white in
clotting. Barbato used the term “serum” in its older sense, referring simply to the liquid portion of the blood. The term plasma was
introduced in the mid-nineteenth century.
The discovery of blood serum was first attributed to Thomas Willis;
however, Barbato’s priority was established by Andrioli (?Michelangelo Andrioli [1672-1713]), who had assisted Barbato in his investigations (see A New General Biographical Dictionary, ed. Rose [1857],
Vol. III, p. 139). Remarkably, Barbato’s work is not discussed in any
of the histories of hematology or physiology that we consulted,
perhaps because of its rarity.
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According to the title-page, Barbato’s treatise includes discussions of the following: Hermann Conring, J. A. van
der Linden and Bartholin on blood; Steno on “sanguinis dealbatio” (literally, “whitewashing of the blood”; i.e.,
lymphatics?); Willis on the “nerve juice”; Regius on the passage of chyle to the spleen; Liceti on the nutrition
of the embryo; Wharton and Charleton on the lacteals; Harvey on semen; and Moebius on animal spirits.Very
little is known about Barbato, except that he was the author of two other medical works: De arthridite libri duo
(1665) and Dissertatio anatomica de formatione, organisatione, conceptu et nutritione foetus in utero (1676). Osler 1907.
Partington, History of Chemistry II, p. 548. Krivatsy 642. Lilly Library, Medicine: An Exhibition of Books (1966), no.
83. Lindeboom, Boerhaave and Great Britain, p. 51. Garrison-Morton.com 10711, noting that a Paris edition of
Barbato’s work also appeared in 1667; the priority of the two editions is unknown. 44739

Possibly the First Essay on Building a Medical Library by a
Famous Early American Physician
4. Bard, Samuel (1742-1821). Autograph manuscript address on forming a medical library, in a
neat and legible hand, with deletions and additions in the same hand. 25pp. N.p., n.d. [New York, ca.
1814.] 261 x 207 mm. Unbound sheets sewn into two gatherings of eight and six leaves respectively;
preserved in a quarter morocco slipcase. Edges a bit frayed, 2-inch tear in lower margin of last gathering affecting some text, but very good.							
$9500
Remarkable unpublished speech, possibly a commencement address, on the topic of forming a medical library by Samuel Bard, co-founder of the King’s College Medical School (now the Columbia University
College of Physicians and Surgeons), the second medical school established in the United States. Bard’s speech,
addressed to students of the College, may well be the first essay on building a medical library written by
a famous early American physician. One of the most eminent medical men of his day, Bard was George
Washington’s personal physician and the author of several notable medical works, including one of the earliest
accurate descriptions of diphtheria (Garrison-Morton.com 5052), the first American treatise on medical ethics
(Garrison-Morton.com 1763), and the first significant textbook on obstetrics written by an American (Garrison-Morton.com 6163.1).
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In his address Bard announced to his listeners his “intention to give you some general observations upon the
choice of a medical library,” taking into account the “peculiar circumstances” facing early nineteenth-century
American medical graduates, many of whom would be setting up practice in the country’s remoter rural and
frontier regions. Bard’s advice was eminently practical: While recognizing the fundamental contributions of such
medical luminaries as Hippocrates, Harvey, Boerhaave and Sydenham,
whose works necessarily claim the attention & must adorn the library of a man of learning . . . In a practical point of
view all they teach may be learned, at less expense and with greater facility from later writers, particularly from those
of the British nation . . .
Do not mistake me, young gentlemen, I have not the least intention to lessen your reverence for the singular merits
of the founders of our profession, nor for those great men & admirable writers of other nations and earlier periods
. . . But it is merely to accommodate my advice to your circumstances (whilst at the same time I feel confident that
I overlook no necessary source of information) that I advise your selection of a medical library, especially on the
practice, to be chosen from English writers, & particularly from those of the last hundred years—beginning without
meaning to be very precise about the middle of the last century with Huxham, Lind, Cleghorn and Pringle—you
will find few systematic writers among them, Cullen if he is not the only one on the practice of medicine is I believe
unquestionably the best on that of surgery . . . and what must prove an additional recommendation of [these authors]
to you, is that besides their peculiar merits, they are mostly within your reach, and written in a language you all best
understand . . .

The writers Bard deemed essential to an American physician’s library were John Huxham (1692-1768), best
known for his Essay on Fevers (1750; Garrison-Morton.com 2201) and his important monograph on diphtheria
(Garrison-Morton.com 1675); James Lind (1716-94), whose famous A Treatise of the Scurvy (1753; GarrisonMorton.com 3713) led to the elimination of scurvy in the British navy; George Cleghorn (1716-89), author of
Observations on the Epidemical Diseases in Minorca (1751; Garrison-Morton.com 1674); John Pringle (1707-82),
founder of modern military medicine and author of Observations on the Diseases of the Army in Camp and Garrison
(1752; Garrison-Morton.com 2150); and William Cullen (1710-90), author of Synopsis nosologiae methodicae (1769;
Garrison-Morton.com 2204) and the foremost British clinical teacher of his day. 44836
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Rare First Reports on the IAS Computer, from the Library of Andrew D. Booth
5. Bigelow, Julian Himely (1913-2003) et al. Interim progress report on the physical realization
of an electronic computing instrument. 2 parts [the second titled “Second interim progress report
. . .”]. Mimeograph typescript. Interim progress report: viii, 99, 99A–99G,
100ff.; Second interim progress report: [6], 1–3, 3A, 4–8, 8A–8C, 9, 9A–9C,
10, 10A–10B, 11–13, 13A, 14–15, 15A–15B, 16, 16A, 17–20, 20A, 21, 21A–21D,
22, 22A–22D, 23–24, 24A, 25, 25A, 26, 26A, 27, 27A–27D, 28, 28A–28B, 29,
29A, 30–31, 31A, 32, 32A, 33–34, 34A–34C, 35, 35A, 36–37, 37A, 38, 38A, 39–40,
40A–40B, 41–43, 43A–43B, 44–46, 46A–46B, 47–48, 48A–48C ff. 40 plates,
text illustrations. [Princeton:] Institute for Advanced Study, 1 January 1947–1
July 1947. 280 x 215 mm. Original buff printed wrappers. Boxed. From the
library of computer pioneer Andrew D. Booth (1918-2009), early developer of
the magnetic drum memory, with his signature on the front wrappers of both
parts.					$9500
First Edition. The first two in a series of progress reports describing the design
and construction of the IAS computer, written by the IAS electronic computer
project engineering staff. Extremely rare—OCLC cites only four copies of the first report
(Smithsonian, Princeton/IAS Library, University of Pennsylvania and Brown) and none of the
second.
The IAS computer owed its existence to the efforts of John von Neumann, who
obtained funding for the project from RCA, the Army Ordnance Department, and
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the Navy Office of Research (the military support was supplanted later in the project by funding from the
Atomic Energy Commission). The project was headed by von Neumann and Herman Goldstine, with Arthur
Burks serving as a part-time consultant and Julian Bigelow as chief engineer. The logical basis for its design—
known as the “von Neumann architecture”—became an industry standard.
The IAS computer was planned as a parallel machine—a reversal of von Neumann’s earlier opinion, expressed
in the First Draft of a Report on the EDVAC, that any first machine should be serial in nature. The IAS machine’s
hardware was completed in January 1951 and it began running programs in the middle of that year, beginning
with a long series of calculations connected with the design of the hydrogen bomb that supposedly took sixty
continuous days of computer time. The machine was officially dedicated on June 10, 1952 and remained in
operation until 1960. Origins of Cyberspace 956. 44758

“Photogenic Drawing”
6. Brande, William Thomas (1788-1866). Autograph letter signed to Alfred Swaine Taylor (180680). 4pp. [London] The Royal Mint, 21 October 1839. 233 x 185 mm. Last page a bit dust-soiled, but
fine otherwise. Docketed in Taylor’s hand.								$950
Early letter on “photogenic drawing” to Alfred Swaine Taylor, forensic toxicologist and photography
pioneer, from chemist William Thomas Brande. Taylor began experimenting with photography in early 1839,
shortly after Daguerre and Fox Talbot announced the discoveries of their respective photographic methods.
Drawing on his knowledge of toxicology, Taylor invented a way to produce photographic paper by impregnating it with ammoniacal silver nitrate, one of the reagents used to test for arsenic. In 1840 Taylor published his
findings in a pamphlet titled On the Art of Photogenic Drawing, which included instructions on how make photographs using his methods.
Brande was also interested in experimenting with the new “photogenic drawing,” as can be seen in the first part
of his letter, written in the fall of 1839:
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Many thanks my dear sir for your kind note. I will send a proper messenger to your house for the photogenic
drawings, which will be truly acceptable, as I have sadly failed in the greater number of my attempts. I cannot
get an even ground, except upon bibulous paper, and that will not admit of the due washing requisite for fixing
the image—the truth is I want tact and practice, and hope that some day when a part of my labours has been
transferred to my colleague, that you will allow me to see you go through the whole operation.Your sample of
the chromate is not very promising, but I should think that some other chromate, or ammoniacal solution perhaps of a chromate—or a manganesate, may be found, to vary the monotony of nitrate of silver. I forgot to ask
you how the ammoniacal solution of chloride of silver answers. I dare say you have used it.

The remainder of Brande’s letter contains detailed descriptions, illustrated with drawings, of ways to demonstrate the circulation of heat in liquids. Brande succeeded Humphry Davy as professor of chemistry at the Royal
Institution in 1813 and also held high-ranking posts at the Royal Mint; his Manual of Chemistry (1819; 6th ed.
1848) was the leading chemistry textbook of its day. He would later collaborate with Taylor on the textbook
Chemistry (1863). Barrell, Fatal Evidence: Professor Alfred Swaine Taylor & the Dawn of Forensic Science, pp. 26-29.
Taylor and Schaaf, Impressed by Light: British Photographs from Paper Negatives, 1840-1860, p. 378. 44795

Translation of the original French title

The Religion of Humanity
7. Comte, Auguste (1795-1857). System of positive polity. 4 vols. lx, 618; xxx, 387; lxxxii, 536; lxxx,
678pp., plus publisher’s adverts. London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1875-77. 223 x 145 mm. Original
green cloth,Vol. I a bit shaken and with hinges cracked,Vol. IV rebacked, some wear to extremities, but
on the whole very good.								$950
First Edition in English of Comte’s Système de politique positive (1851-54), his last major work. Comte, a
French philosopher, originated the doctrine of positivism, a science-based secular philosophy intended to provide the foundation for a new society. His ideas had an enormous impact on 19th-century thought, influencing
the work of such social thinkers as John Stuart Mill, Karl Marx and George Eliot.
Comte’s System of Positive Polity, second only in importance to his earlier Cours de philosophie positive (183042), calls for a system of ethics based on the worship of humanity rather than God; it posits a society in which
temporal power is to be in the hands of businessmen and bankers, spiritual power in the hands of a secular
priesthood of sociologists and social planners, and private morality in the hands of an idealized womanhood.
The religious overtones in the System shocked Comte’s rationalist admirers, and John Stuart Mill, long one of
Comte’s greatest supporters, compared his tyranny to that of Loyola. See Printing and the Mind of Man 295 (Cours
de philosophie positive). 7966
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Collecting, Describing and Growing Botanical Specimens in Penang, Malaysia
8. Curtis, Charles (1853-1928); Walter Fox (1858-1934). Archive of 21 autograph letters (18 by
Curtis, 3 by Fox) signed to James Kortright Birch (1850-1927), plus a watercolor sketch of orchids and
additional materials; click here for list. Penang Botanic Gardens
(Malaysia), 12 December 1892 – 23 November 1904.Various sizes.
Pin-holes in most of the letters, one letter with a small portion of
the margin cut away not affecting legibility, a few edges frayed, but
very good.				$4500
Remarkable scientific archive consisting primarily of letters from
British botanist Charles Curtis, the first superintendent of the famous
Penang Botanic Gardens in Malaysia and the one primarily responsible
for the Gardens’ beautiful design. All of the letters in this archive deal
with the identification of tropical plant species, including orchids, ferns,
flowering trees and shrubs, fruits, etc. They document Curtis’s encyclopedic knowledge of both local and exotic species, as well as his collecting
activities and his collegial relationship with Kew Gardens in London.
The recipient of the letters was James Kortright Birch, a colonial governor of Penang and “a very keen gardener with considerable technical
knowledge,” who “did much to make the Penang Botanical Gardens the
beauty spot that they are” (obituary from The Singapore Free Press and
Mercantile Advertiser, 15 June 1927).
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Curtis gained his knowledge of tropical plants as a plant hunter for the well-known nursery firm of James
Veitch & Sons. He traveled to Madagascar, Borneo, Sumatra, Java and Mauritius to find new and rare botanical
species, some of which are named for him. In 1884 Curtis was appointed assistant superintendent of the Forests
and Gardens Department in Penang, and shortly afterwards was put in charge of the newly established Penang
Botanic Gardens. During his 18 years as head of the Gardens Curtis worked tirelessly to transform the garden
site, an abandoned granite quarry, into a beautiful park stocked with thousands of native and exotic plants,
intended to serve as a recreation area, a botanical repository and a center for the cultivation of various species.
In his spare time he put together his own collections of plants from Penang, Burma and neighboring coastal
areas, sending samples to Kew Gardens in London and to Veitch & Sons. Curtis retired from the Penang Botanic
Gardens in December 1903; he was succeeded by horticulturalist Walter Fox, another expert on tropical plants,
who is also represented in this archive. 44763

Incunabulum of Photomicrography & Hematology
9. Donné, Alfred François (1801-78). Cours de microscopie complémentaire des études médicales . . . Text and atlas. [4], ii, [2, incl. errata], 550, pp. (text); 30pp. plus 20 plates engraved by Ouvret
after micro-daguerreotypes taken by Léon Foucault (1819-68), original tissue guards present. Paris:
J.-B. Baillière [etc.], 1844-45. 214 x 130 mm. (text); 436 x 300 mm. (atlas). Text in 19th century quarter
morocco, mottled boards, light edgewear; atlas in original printed boards, new morocco spine, light
rubbing and edgewear, a few minor stains; the two preserved in a cloth folding box. Minor foxing, text
with library stamp on title and 3 or 4 other leaves, atlas with small library stamp on title and verso of
each plate but very good overall.							
$15,000
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First Edition of a major landmark in the fields of hematology, oncology, bacteriology, medical microscopy and photomicrography. Donné, a French public health physician, began teaching his pioneering course
on medical microscopy in 1837, a time when the medical establishment remained largely unconvinced of the
microscope’s usefulness as a diagnostic and investigative tool. In July 1839 Louis Daguerre, one of the inventors of photography, announced to the Académie des Sciences his “daguerreotype” process for creating finely
detailed photographic images on specially prepared glass plates. Donné immediately embraced this new art and
within a few months had created not only the first documented photographic portrait in Europe, but also the
earliest method of preparing etched plates from daguerreotypes. Donné resolved to incorporate photography
into his microscopy course, and in February 1840 he presented to the Académie his first photographic pictures
of natural objects as seen through the microscope. “It was Alfred Donné who foresaw the helpful role that projections of microscopic pictures could play during lectures on micrography” (Dreyfus, p. 38).
Over the next few years Donné continued to refine his photomicrography methods with the help of his assistant, Léon Foucault (who would go on to have a distinguished career as a physicist). In 1844 Donné published
his Cours de microscopie complémentaire des études médicales (Course of microscopy complementary to medical
studies), following it a year later with an atlas illustrated with 86 engravings copied from micro-daguerreotypes
taken by Foucault. This extraordinary work was the first biomedical textbook to be illustrated with images
made from photomicrographs. Among its noteworthy images are the first microphotographs of human blood
cells and platelets, and the first photographic illustration of Trichomonas vaginalis, the protozoon responsible
for vaginal infections, which Donné had discovered in 1836. The text volume of the Cours contains the first
description of the microscopic appearance of leukemia, which Donné had observed in blood taken from both
an autopsy and a living patient. His observations mark the first time that leukemia was linked with abnormal
blood pathology:
There are conditions in which white cells seem to be in excess in the blood. I found this fact so many times, it
is so evident in certain patients, that I cannot conceive the slightest doubt in this regard. One can find in some
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patients such a great number of these cells that even the least experienced observer is greatly impressed. I had an opportunity of seeing
these in a patient under Dr. Rayer at the Hôpital de la Charité. . . .
The blood of this patient showed such a number of white cells that I
thought his blood was mixed with pus, but in the end, I was able to
observe a clear-cut difference between these cells, and the white cells
. . . (p. 135; translation from Thorburn, pp. 379-80).

The following year this abnormal blood condition was recognized
as a new disease by both John Hughes Bennett (a former student
of Donné’s) and Rudolph Virchow. Garrison-Morton.com 267.1,
3060.1. Dreyfus, Some Milestones in the History of Hematology, pp.
38-40, 54-56, 76-78. Frizot, A New History of Photography, p. 275.
Gernsheim & Gernsheim, The History of Photography 1685-1914, pp.
116, 539. Hannavy, Encyclopedia of Nineteenth-Century Photography,
Vol. 1, p. 1120. Wintrobe, Hematology:The Blossoming of a Science, p. 12.
Bernard, Histoire illustrée de l’hématologie, passim. Thorburn, “Alfred
François Donné, 1801-1878, discoverer of Trichomonas vaginalis and
of leukaemia,” British Journal of Venereal Disease 50 (1974): 377-380.
35134

Milestone in the History of Anatomical Illustration
10. Dryander, Johannes (Johannes Eichmann) (1500–60). Anatomia
Mundini, ad vetustissimorum, erundemque aliquot manu scriptorium, codicum fidem collata . . . 4to. [4], 67ff., plus integral blank leaf
S4. 46 woodcuts (including one repeat), some signed “GB” or GVB,”
woodcut historiated initials and printer’s mark. Marburg: Christian
Egenolph, 1541. 190 x 143 mm. Recently bound in old antiphonal leaf,
new endpapers. Small repairs to margins of leaves N3 and N4, light
toning, but very good. Early pen-and-ink additions to three of the
woodcuts.			
Sold.
First Edition. “Dryander’s illustrated anatomical works marked an
important milestone in the history of anatomical illustrations” (Persaud, Early
History of Human Anatomy, p. 129). A professor of medicine at the University of Marburg, Dryander conducted some of the first public dissections in
Germany and was one of the first anatomists to make illustrations from his
own dissections. Twenty-six of Dryander’s anatomical illustrations appear
for the first time in his Anatomia Mundini, an updated version of Mondino
de Luzzi’s Anathomia (1316; first printed 1478); the new cuts include images
of the stomach, the gastrointestinal tract, the liver, the spleen, the kidneys, the genitals and two skeletons. The
image of the gastrointestinal tract, on f. 15, is considered to be the earliest printed figure to show the vermiform appendix. 18 other woodcuts are Dryander’s beautiful adaptations, with changes, of cuts in Berengario da
Carpi’s Commentaria cum amplissimis addidionibus super Anatomia Mundini (1521), a work which was probably hard
to obtain by the time Dryander published. The remaining woodcuts are reprinted from Dryander’s Anatomiae,
hoc est, corporis humani dissectionis pars prior (1537); these include his famous woodcuts of the anatomy of the head,
which rank among the most significant pre-Vesalian anatomical illustrations.
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Several of the woodcuts are signed with a monogram consisting of an open pair of compasses (the emblem of
the Apostle Thomas) above the letter “G”, frequently with the initials “GVB” or “VB” above. This monogram
has been linked to the Basel woodcutter Georg Thomas (see Herrlinger, p. 83n), and also to the German artist
Hans Brosamer (see Choulant, p. 148). An early owner of this copy added his own pen-and-ink embellishments
to three of the cuts, adding architectural and botanical details to the backgrounds of the illustrations.
Cushing, in his Bio-Bibliography of Andreas Vesalius, points out that some of Dryander’s new cuts, including the
spleen, male and female genitalia, and skeletons, were plagiarized from the first, fourth and sixth plates of Vesalius’s Tabulae anatomica sex (1538). This annoyed Vesalius greatly: In a letter dated 24 August 1542 to his publisher
Oporinus, accompanying the woodblock illustrations for the Fabrica,Vesalius complained about a publisher
in Marburg and Frankfurt (i.e., Egenolph) who “without any discrimination has stolen illustrations from the
books of others and is still publishing works of this sort” (quoted in O’Malley, p. 326).Vesalius apparently did
not immediately associate Dryander with the plagiarisms, as in Book V of the Fabrica he referred to Dryander
approvingly as a “diligent man” who had sent him “a long and erudite letter” asking his opinion of the Hippocratic aphorism that abnormally obese women cannot conceive. Choulant, History and Bibliography of Anatomic
Illustration, pp. 148-149. Cushing, Bio-Bibliography of Andreas Vesalius, II.-19; pp. 28-32. O’Malley, Andreas Vesalius of
Brussels, pp. 88-89, 171-72; 324-26. 44768
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Patent for the Electronic Computer
11. ENIAC. Patent specification 709,407 . . . Electronic numerical integrator and computer. 188pp. 65 diagrams (all but 1 folding). London: The Patent
Office, 26 May 1954. 275 x 191 mm. Library buckram. First edition.			
							$15,000
First Printed Edition of the Patent for the Electronic Digital Computer, and the First Comprehensive Description of the First General
Purpose Electronic Computer, the ENIAC. The U.S. version of the ENIAC
patent was not granted until 1964; the English version of the patent, with text and
illustrations virtually identical to the U.S. patent, predates the U.S. patent by nearly
ten years. Since no prior patent on an electronic computer existed, the ENIAC
patent was a general patent, which included the first description in legal language
of the design and operation of an electronic computer. The description is extremely
thorough, and illustrated with 65 remarkable diagrams, many of which have multiple images. Extremely Rare—this is the first copy we have handled in our five-plus
decades in the trade, despite our strong interest in the history of computing.
The ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer), commissioned by
the U. S. Army’s Ballistics Research Laboratory, was designed by Pres Eckert and
John Mauchly and constructed at the University of Pennsylvania’s Moore School of
Engineering during World War II. The ENIAC came on line in the spring of 1945,
just as the war was ending, and for the next three years it remained the only opera-
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tional electronic digital computer in the
world. Eckert and Mauchly, the machine’s
creators, would go on to found the Electronic Control Company, the world’s first
electronic computer manufacturing firm,
which produced the first electronic digital
computers sold commercially in the United
States.
The ENIAC was not a stored-program
machine, but in January 1944 Eckert came
up with what he later called his “big idea”:
“the idea of the stored instruction sequence
or program, using a single fast memory for
both data and instruction, with no distinction between registers used for many
purposes” (quoted in Origins of Cyberspace,
p. 535). In August 1944, while still working on the ENIAC, Eckert and Mauchly
proposed the construction of a stored-program machine, the EDVAC, based on Eckert’s new design. In March
1946, just before construction began on the EDVAC, Eckert and Mauchly parted ways with the Moore School
over a dispute about intellectual property claims, retaining patent rights to the ENIAC. The next year Eckert
and Mauchly filed for a U.S. patent on the ENIAC that included the stored-program concept; this essentially
represented “a general patent on the stored-program electronic digital computer” (Origins of Cyberspace, p. 55).
The British patent application was made the following year.
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The British patent on the ENIAC was granted on 26 May 1954,
nearly a decade before the American patent, issued on 4 February
1964. On 19 October 1973, after a six-year legal battle, Judge Earl R.
Lawson invalidated the ENIAC patent on the grounds that Eckert and Mauchly had derived their ideas from an earlier computer
pioneer, John Atanasoff, who invented a special-purpose electronic
computer in the 1930s. This landmark decision placed the concept of
the electronic stored-program computer into the public domain, with
enormous positive consequences for the computer industry. 44702
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Calculus of Variations—Riccardi’s Copy
12. Euler, Leonhard (1707-1783). Methodus inveniendi lineas curvas maximi minimive proprietate
gaudentes, sive solutio problematis isoperimetrici latissimo sensu accepti. 4to. [2], 322, [2]pp. 5 folding engraved
plates. Lausanne & Geneva: Marc-Michel Bousquet &
Compagnie, 1744. 248 x 199 mm. Half morocco, gilt
spine, marbled boards c. 1744, rubbed, some wear at
extremities and corners, bookplate removed from inside
front cover. Minor foxing and toning, but very good.
From the library of Pietro Riccardi (1828-98), historian
and bibliographer of mathematics, with his bookplate on
the front endpaper.				$12,500
First Edition. With the publication of this work, the
calculus of variations came into being as a new branch of mathematics. Euler was the first to formulate the
principal problems of the calculus of variations and to create general methods for their solution. His work in
the Methodus was cumbersome by modern standards (the calculus of variations as we know it is the work of
Lagrange), but it yielded simple and elegant formulae applicable to a large variety of problems. He introduced
(using different terminology) the concepts of function and variation, distinguished between problems of absolute and relative extrema, and deduced the differential equation that now bears his name. This copy is from the
library of Pietro Riccardi, author of Biblioteca matematica italiana (1870-93). Horblit, One Hundred Books Famous
in Science, 28. Dibner, Heralds of Science, 111. Norman 731. Kline, Mathematical Thought, pp. 377-79. Struik, Source
Book in Mathematics, pp. 399-406. 42452
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Remarkable Unpublished Photographs
13. Faraday, Michael (1791-1867). Photographic portraits of Faraday and his wife, Sarah Faraday (1800-1879), in an album containing 49
portrait photographs in total. N.p., ca. 1864. Album leaves measure 145
x 120; visible portions of images measure 86 x 51 mm. Album bound in
quarter morocco, front and back covers overlaid with mother-of-pearl
onlays in diamond pattern, brass clasp, all edges gilt. Light wear to head
and foot of spine, otherwise very good. Tipped to the album’s first leaf
is a slip with gift inscription dated 16 January 1864 from Edith Taylor,
daughter of forensic toxicologist Alfred Swaine Taylor (1806-80), to her
mother, Caroline Taylor. Subjects of photographs identified in pencil
beneath each image.				
$2250
Remarkable and almost certainly unpublished photographs of Faraday,
discoverer of electromagnetic induction and inventor of the electric motor,
and his wife, Sarah. Faraday’s portrait shows him dressed in a frock coat and
standing in front of a pillar; Sarah’s shows her seated, wearing bonnet and
shawl, with a drape and small table to her right.
The photographs are in a small but elegant photograph album once owned by Caroline Taylor, wife of the noted
forensic toxicologist Alfred Swaine Taylor. The album was a gift from the couple’s daughter, Edith, and contains
photographs of what appear to be family and friends. Taylor made significant contributions to photography in the
late 1830s and early 1840s, and it is quite possible that he took some of the photographs contained in the album.
Also included in the album are two photographs of Taylor together with chemist William Thomas Brande (17881866); a portrait of Brande alone; and a portrait of labor activist Canon Edward Girdlestone (1805-84). 44797
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Magnetic Core Memory
14. Forrester, Jay Wright (1918-2016). Project
Whirlwind. Report R-187. Digital information
storage in three dimensions using magnetic cores.
Dittoed typescript. 12pp. 8 full-page figures. Cambridge: Servomechanisms Laboratory, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, May 16, 1950. Original blue
printed wrappers, title and copy number (26) in
typescript on front wrapper, minor edgewear. Laid in
is an autograph letter signed dated Oct. 12, 1980 to
Erwin Tomash (1921-2012) from computing pioneer
Donald L. Ream (1922-2014), presenting this report
to him.
$2750
First Printing of a key early report on the development of magnetic core memory, a fundamental
advance in memory technology for stored-program electronic computers. Extremely Rare, with only one copy
(MIT) cited in OCLC.
The Whirlwind I computer, developed by Forrester and
his team at MIT between 1944 and 1953, is a landmark
in the history of electronic digital computing. Designed
with a revolutionary bit-parallel architecture—the ancestor of our
modern computer architecture—the Whirlwind I was the fastest machine of its day, and the first machine capable of real-time
computations. The Whirlwind I originally used an electron-tube
memory, but the limitations of this system spurred Forrester to
develop the first three-dimensional random-access magnetic core
memory, which replaced the Whirlwind I’s CRT memory in 1953.
Forrester’s magnetic-core memory represents “a fundamental
turning point in the development of computer architectures. With
the replacement of the electrostatic memory by Forrester’s magnetic cores in 1952 [sic], the reliability of the machine reached
such a high standard that it was possible to consider using it for
actual air traffic control, and the basic speed of the machine had
increased to reach its original design of 50,000 operations per
second” (Williams, History of Computing Technology, p. 386).
The present report, issued in a small number of dittoed copies, documents Forrester’s progress to date on the magnetic core
memory. “Three-dimensional arrays with efficient high-speed
selection appear possible after continued development of rectangular-hysteresis magnetic materials . . . Tests show that most existing materials are too slow . . . Non-metallic
magnetic materials show promise” (p. 3).
This copy was presented to computing pioneer Erwin Tomash, co-founder of the Dataproducts Corporation
and founder of the Charles Babbage Institute, by Don Ream, one of the first computer engineers employed by
the U. S. government. Ream was responsible for much of the computer development pertaining to the Naval
Department of Defense in the 1950s and 1960s. 44772
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Early Courses on Digital Computing
15. [Forrester, Jay Wright (1918-2016) and Charles W. Adams.] Digital computers and their applications. Lecture-notes summer session 1952. Mimeographed
typescript. [123]ff., variously numbered. Text diagrams. Cambridge: Digital Computer Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1952. 286 x 220 mm.
Original printed wrappers, a bit faded, in later cloth binder with printed spine
label.Very good. Printed brochure, titled “Massachusetts Institute of Technology
announces a special program in digital computers and their applications” (3pp.),
bound in. Bookplate of Erwin Tomash (1921-2012).			
$1750
First Printing. MIT was the second American educational institution after the
Moore School to offer courses on electronic digital computing. In the summer of 1952
MIT gave the first of what would be a series of summer sessions on “Digital computers
and their applications,” designed to provide scientists, engineers, and business people with
a better understanding of the potentialities and limitations of electronic informationprocessing systems. Among the instructors were Forrester, the head of the team designing
the Whirlwind I, and D. J. Wheeler, co-author of The Preparation of Programs for an Electronic
Digital Computer (1951), the first textbook on computer programming. This copy, from the
library of computing pioneer Erwin Tomash, includes a copy of the brochure advertising
the MIT course. See Origins of Cyberspace 617. 44776
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16. Fraser, James (1740 – 1807 or later). James Fraser, aged 67. Engraved portrait by William Poole
after Robert Dighton. N.p., 1807. 430 x 348 mm. (image measures 373 x 307 mm.). Light foxing, traces
of mount on verso corners, a few small creases, but very good.				
$750
Rare engraved portrait of James Fraser, a wellknown London bookbinder, alluding to his role as one
of “The Prosecuting Masters” in a late eighteenthcentury labor dispute between bookbinding masters
and journeymen. It may be the only print relating
to social conditions in the English bookbinding
industry published during this period.
In 1786 the journeymen bookbinders in London banded
together to strike for a reduction of their regular work
schedule from thirteen hours per day to twelve. It was
illegal at this time in England for workers to form
“combinations” or trade unions, and five of the striking
journeymen were tried and sentenced to two years in prison. Despite this setback, the bookbinders’ strike was
ultimately successful, and the masters ended up accepting the journeymen’s demands.
Fraser’s experience of the strike led him afterwards to draw up a “Plan for reconciling the differences between
the masters and journeymen bookbinders,” a copy of which he is holding in the present portrait (see detail
at left). On the table next to Fraser are books titled “Estimates in Bookbinding,” “Memoirs of Mr. Pitt” and
“Anecdotes of Lord Nelson”; a letter headed “Mr. James Fraser, Book Binder”; and a copy of “The Oracle”
newspaper dated 28 May 1802. The British Bookmaker 5 (1892): 119-121. 44794
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Discussing “Moses and Monotheism”
17. Freud, Sigmund (1856-1939). Autograph letter signed in German to an unidentified correspondent (“Herr Doktor”). 1 page. 287 x 230 mm. Fine. English translation included.		
$9500
Freud’s letter discusses his work on his final book, Moses and Monotheism (1939): “. . . My own amateurish
contribution to Jewish history is not yet in a presentable state. It will be composed from the treatises. The first
two were printed in our journal Imago in 1937. I am still writing on the third piece. When that is finished, a
brochure will probably be made of it, which will search out its own destiny independent of the journal . . .” In
Moses and Monotheism Freud put forth the hypothesis, based on psychoanalytic theory, that Moses was not Jewish but Egyptian, possibly a follower of the monotheist pharaoh Akhenaten. He also conjectured that Moses had
been murdered by his people, leading to a lasting unconscious sense of guilt among the Jews and to their hope
for redemption through a Messiah. 40594
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First and last pages of Garrod’s letter

“Felt Assured that I Had Been Poisoned with Belladonna”
18. Garrod, Alfred Baring (1819-1907). Autograph letter signed to Alfred Swaine Taylor (1806-80).
12pp. [London] Harley Street, Cavendish Square, 10 December 1858. 178 x 105 mm. Minor soiling to
first and last pages, creased along previous folds, but very good. Docketed in Taylor’s hand. $2250
Excellent and unusually long letter on belladonna poisoning from Alfred Baring Garrod, the foremost
authority of his time on gout and rheumatoid arthritis, to Alfred Swaine Taylor, who founded the field of forensic toxicology. Garrod is best known for discovering that gout is linked to an excess of uric acid in the blood,
and for giving rheumatoid arthritis its present name (see Garrison-Morton.com 4497). Taylor, the leading medical jurist in England in the mid-nineteenth century, held the professorship of medical jurisprudence at Guy’s
Hospital from 1831 until 1877 and was the author of several books on forensic medicine, including Elements of
Medical Jurisprudence (1836; Garrison-Morton.com 1738) and On Poisons in Relation to Medical Jurisprudence and
Medicine (1858).
Belladonna, a highly toxic member of the nightshade family, has been used in medicine since ancient times as a
pain reliever, either on its own or combined with opium. Alkaloids distilled from belladonna, including atropine,
scopolamine and hyoscyamine, are used in anesthesia today to mitigate cardiac and gastric symptoms caused by
the buildup of acetylcholine in anesthetized patients.
Garrod’s letter describes in detail the symptoms both he and his patient Mr. Palmer suffered three years previously after accidentally ingesting a decoction of belladonna leaves that they believed to be ash-leaf tea.
Mr. P took an infusion or rather decoction (boiled for a few minutes) of the dried belladonna leaves (which
were sold instead of ash leaves) and the quantity of this decoction was about 10 ounces, representing a quarter of
an ounce of the leaves. I took about half a wine glassful of the same decoction . . . Half an hour afterwards . . . I
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felt a peculiar sensation in the head, a slight swimming, intensely nervous and on feeling my pulse found it small
and rapid . . . I then experienced a peculiar dryness of the mouth, extending to the throat, but certainly most
marked in the former, and felt assured that I had been poisoned with belladonna, stramonium or henbane. After
a short time I requested some of the infusion to be put into an eye to ascertain whether it dilated the pupil, and
it was found to do so powerfully in about 15 or 20 minutes. My vision had become indistinct . . .
My symptoms may be thus summed up:
Swimming sensation
Intense feeling of nervousness and palpitation of heart
Rapid pulse
Dryness of mouth & perversion of taste
Indistinctness of vision
Dilatation of pupils
Very rapid occurrence of ideas and slight difficulty of articulation . . .

Both Garrod and his patient recovered completely. Garrod published brief accounts of the case in the London
medical press in 1856 and 1857 (see, for example, The Medical Times and Gazette, n.s. 12 [1856], p. 92), and Taylor
wrote about it in his classic Principles and Practice of Medical Jurisprudence (1865 and later eds.). 44811

19. Hedde, Philippe (1801-80). (1) Revendication en faveur de Vaucanson de Grenoble de
l’honneur de l’invention du mécanique qui porte aujourd’hui le nom de Jacquard de Lyon. Autograph
manuscript signed (“par Mr. Ph. Hedde”). 10pp., on blue paper. N.p., n.d. 1857]. 266 x 208 mm. (2)
Notes complementaires au mémoire présenté par Mr. Ph. Hedde . . . au Congrès Scientifique (24e session) 3 Septembre 1857 à Grenoble en faveur de Vaucanson. Autograph manuscript signed, prefaced by
a covering letter signed from Hedde, dated 31 August 1857, to the president of the Congrès scientifique
de France à Grenoble. 7pp. 31 August – 3 September 1857. 270 x 215 mm. Together 2 items, totaling 17
pages. Creased where previously folded, small marginal tears in no. (2), but very good.
$750
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Hedde was a textile manufacturer and director of the Industrial Museum of St.-Etienne. In an address
delivered before the 24th session of the Congrès scientifique de France (no. [1] above), Hedde argued that it
was Jacques Vaucanson (1709-82), rather than Joseph-Marie Jacquard (1752-1834), who should be recognized as
the true inventor of the automatic weaving loom.Vaucanson, a famous designer of automata, designed and built
the first fully automated loom in 1745, using a system of punched cards to create intricate designs.Vaucanson’s
automated loom was not successful, but half a century later Jacquard came across an example in the Musée des
Arts et Métiers and was inspired to improve upon Vaucanson’s design, inventing the automated loom that now
bears his name. Both Vaucanson’s and Jacquard’s punched-card looms are now recognized as ancestors of computing technology. Hedde’s second manuscript (no. [2] above) contains additions to his 1857 address as well as an
explanatory letter addressed to the president of the Congrès scientifique de France. 44812

One of the Rarest and Greatest American Contributions to Medicine
20. Holmes, Oliver Wendell (1809-94). The contagiousness of puerperal fever. In New England
Quarterly Journal of Medicine and Surgery 1, no. 4 (April 1843): 503-30. Whole number. [2], iii, 449-595p.
Frontispiece portrait. 220 x 143 mm. Quarter
morocco in period style. Some offsetting of
frontispiece onto title, but very good.		
					$12,500
First Edition of one of the rarest and
greatest American contributions to medicine.
Holmes was the first to establish without doubt
the contagious nature of puerperal fever, and to
prove that the infection was carried and transmitted by birth attendants. He argued that before
attending women in childbed, doctors who had
been performing post-mortem dissections or
treating cases of puerperal fever should wash
their hands in calcium chloride and change their
clothes. The paper provoked violent opposition
from obstetricians, including many who were
unable to read Holmes’ paper in this new and
obscure journal, and who therefore received the
information second hand. However, Holmes’
views eventually prevailed, and “no American
publication in the nineteenth century saved more
lives than this unassuming paper, founded solely
on the evidence of observed cases” (Grolier Club,
100 Influential American Books [1947], 50.)
Because the paper appeared “in a periodical
which died after one year’s life,” and therefore
escaped wide notice, Holmes undertook a revised
and enlarged edition in 1855. He explained in his
preface to that work that few people had ever
had the opportunity to read his original article
when first published. By 1860 he was able to
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write in The Professor at the Breakfast-Table: “The sneers
of those whose position I had assailed. . . I . . . have at
last demolished, so that nothing but the ghosts of dead
women stir among its ruins.” Currier and Tilton, Oliver
Wendell Holmes, 33-34. Garrison-Morton.com 6274.
Grolier, 100 Books Famous in Medicine, 72b. Norman 1088.
Printing and the Mind of Man 316a.
This rare number of the New England Quarterly Journal
of Medicine and Surgery also contains Jonathan Mason
Warren’s “Operations for fissure of the hard and soft
palate” (pp. 538-47; Garrison-Morton.com 5745). Warren devised the first successful operation for completely
closing the fissure of the hard and soft palate. 44699

First Step Toward Artificial Intelligence;
First Use of Punched-Card Technology to Store Information
21. Korsakov, Semyon Nikolaievich (1787-1853). Aperçu d’un procédé nouveau d’investigation
au moyen de machines à comparer les idées. [2], 22pp. 2 folding plates. St. Petersburg: De l’imprimerie
de la III-me section de la chancellerie privée de Sa Majesté Impériale, 1832. 213 x 135 mm. Original
printed wrappers, vertically creased, some spotting. Minor foxing and dampstaining, but very good.		
								$9500
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First Edition, Extremely Rare, with no copies cited in either
OCLC or Rare Book Hub. Korsakov, a statistician with the Russian Police
Ministry in St. Petersburg, was a pioneer in the concept of “mechanized
thought,” or artificial intelligence. His “machines for comparing ideas,”
described and illustrated in the present pamphlet, can “be considered as the
very first attempt to design a mechanical device capable to perform such
intellectual operations as data analysis, comparison, and selection” (Shilov
and Silantiev, p. 71).
While working in the statistics department of the Police Ministry, Korsakov
became intrigued with the possibility of using machinery to ‘enhance natural
intelligence.’ To this end, he devised several devices which he called ‘machines for the comparison of ideas.’ These included the ‘linear homeoscope
with movable parts,’ the ‘linear homeoscope without movable parts,’ the ‘flat
homeoscope,’ the ‘ideoscope,’ and the ‘simple comparator.’ The purpose of the
devices was primarily to facilitate the search for information, stored in the
form of punched cards or similar media (for example, wooden boards with
perforations). Korsakov announced his new method in September 1832, and
rather than seeking patents offered the machines for public use.
The punch card had been introduced in 1805, but until that time had been
used solely in the textile industry to control looms. Korsakov was reputedly the first to use the cards for information storage (“Semyon Korsakov.” Revolvy, www.revolvy.com/page/Semyon-Korsakov [accessed 1/2/19]).

Korsakov’s “machines à comparer les idées” anticipated by nearly two decades the logic machines of Alfred
Smee, whose The Process of Thought Adapted to Words and Language was published in 1851, but his pioneering
contributions to mechanized thought remained obscure and largely unstudied until only recently. Shilov and
Silantiev, “‘Machines à comparer les idées’ of Semen Korsakov: First step towards AI,” in Tatnall and Leslie, eds.,
International Communities of Invention and Innovation (Cham: Springer-Verlag, 2016), pp. 71-86). 44771
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Lepidoptera of the Seychelles—Unpublished Manuscript
22. Legrand, Henry. En mission d’histoire naturelle aux Îles Seychelles (janvier – mai 1956). Edition illustrée no. 2. Carbon and original
typescript, illustrated with original photographs and hand-drawn maps,
plus additional materials laid in (list available on request). [2], 275ff.
(somewhat irregularly numbered), including ca. 81ff. of tipped-in photographs (usually 2 per leaf) and 9ff. with hand-drawn maps. N.p., 1959
(date from f. 218). 270 x 210 mm. Quarter cloth, boards, printed labels
on front cover and spine, slight wear.Very good. Legrand’s presentation
inscription to his secretary and traveling companion,Yvonne Muller, on
the title-leaf: “A Yvonne Muller, la dévouée secrétaire de la mission en
toute sympathie Henry Legrand.”					
$2750
Extraordinarily Detailed Unpublished Narrative, illustrated with
over 100 photographs, of Legrand’s scientific expedition to the Seychelles,
undertaken to study the butterflies and moths of the islands that make up that
country. It was through this expedition that Legrand became a leading expert
on Seychelles Lepidoptera; his Lepidoptères des îles Seychelles et d’Aldabra (1966)
remains a standard work on the subject. Legrand discovered and named at least 22 new moth species from the
Seychelles, and a species of moth, Scopula legrandi Herbulot, is named for him.
In 1956 Legrand and his secretary,Yvonne Muller, spent nearly five months in the Seychelles on a private
mission from Paris’s Muséum d’Histoire Naturelle, traveling to several of the country’s islands to observe
native lepidopteran species in their natural habitats and obtain specimens for later study. During the expedition Legrand kept a diary in which he recorded details of his collecting and wrote lively and entertaining
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descriptions of the people, animals and places he and Muller
encountered throughout their stay. A few years later, possibly
after returning from his second trip to the Seychelles in 1959,
Legrand had at least two typed copies of the diary prepared.
Our copy, described on the title as “Edition illustrée no. 2,”
consists primarily of carbon typescript apart from the typed
captions to its more than 100 photos. It is likely that another
copy is preserved in the Seychelles, as it is quoted on a page of
the Seychelles Nation website.
The last 49 leaves of Legrand’s typescript contain a detailed
list of the butterfly and moth species he collected during the
Seychelles expedition, organized by family and illustrated
with two large black and white photographs. The remaining
photographs in the typescript include images of Legrand (in
particular a cabinet-size portrait on the second leaf), Muller,
scenes of everyday life in the Seychelles, native animals such as the Aldabra giant tortoise, shipboard scenes and
other visual records of the expedition. Also included in the typescript are several hand-drawn maps depicting
the routes Legrand and Muller traveled during their mission. Matyot, Pat, “Island Conservation—Moths and
Memories.” Nation Home, 10 Aug. 2009. Retrieved 12/12/18. “List of Moths of Seychelles.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 21 Mar. 2018. Retrieved 12/12/18. 44760
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Origins of the Industrial Revolution—The First
Powered Continuous Production Textile Mill
23. Lombe, Thomas (1685-1739). A.D. 1718. No. 422. Specification of Thomas Lombe. Engines to wind, spin, and twist
silk. 5pp. London: George E. Eyre and William Spottiswoode,
1867. 266 x 173 mm. Original printed wrappers, stitched.
Fore-margin a bit trimmed, marginal tear on front wrapper,
traces of glue from having been previously bound in a book,
but very good.				
$750
First Printing of the specification for Lombe’s patent on his
“New Invention of Three Sorts of Engines never before made or
used in Great Britaine, One to Wind the Finest Raw Silk, Another
to Spin, and the Other to Twist the Finest Italian Raw Silk into
Organzine in great Perfection, which was never before done in this
Kingdom” (p. 1). Lombe’s machines, copied from Italian examples,
were designed for “silk throwing,” an industrial process in which silk
is cleaned, spun and wound onto bobbins in preparation for weaving. Lombe obtained the patent on his machines in 1718, but his
patent, like all English patents issued before October 1852, was not
numbered or printed until after that date.
In 1719, the year after his patent was granted, Lombe and his brother John established Lombe’s Mill in Derby,
England’s first successful silk throwing mill and the first successful powered continuous production unit in the
world. Lombe’s Mill provided the model for the factory concept later developed by Richard Arkwright and
others. 42709

Presentation Copy, Corrected by the Author
24. Morton, Samuel George (1799-1851). Tentamen inaugurale de corporis dolore . . . [8], 37pp. Edinburgh: P. Neill, 1823.
203 x 128 mm. Tree calf ca. 1823, some light wear at spine, hinges
and corners.Very good. Presentation Copy, inscribed by Morton
to the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia on the front
free endpaper, and with Morton’s autograph corrections on several pages. Bookplate of the Academy. 			
$1750
First Edition of Morton’s medical thesis on pain, one of the
earliest works by an American on this subject. This is a particularly
interesting copy, as it bears Morton’s presentation inscription to the
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, an organization that he
served in various administrative capacities from 1827 up to his death in
1851. Pages 18, 34, 35 and 36 contain Morton’s autograph corrections to
the Latin text.
After graduating from the University of Pennsylvania’s medical school
in 1820, Morton traveled to Europe and spent the next three years
studying medicine at Edinburgh University and in Paris, obtaining his
second medical degree from Edinburgh University in 1823. “During
Morton’s stay in Europe he was twice (circa 1820 and 1821) struck by
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attacks of a nearly fatal illness, possibly liver disease, which left him weak and sickly
for the rest of his life. Wood [one of Morton’s biographers] stated that from then
on, Morton suffered from ‘excruciating attacks of sick headache’ so severe they
would ‘confine him for a time to his bed.’ This experience may have influenced his
doctoral thesis, which was a review of the existing medical literature on the nature
of pain” (Penn Museum).
Morton later became famous for his work in anthropology. He amassed a large
collection of human crania, which he described in his Crania Americana (1839;
Garrison-Morton.com 201) and other works; he also studied the relationship
between cranial capacity and intelligence with respect to the various human races,
ranking them in descending order from Caucasian to African. Morton believed
that each of the races had descended from a separate ancestor—a view known as
polygenism—and that each race had its own immutable characteristics. His writings on race helped to establish the polygenist “American School” of ethnography
and provided a “scientific” justification for slavery. “Morton’s Life: Biography.”
Penn Museum. University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. Accessed 1/23/2019. 44497
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Presentation Copy
25. Morton, Samuel George (1799-1851). Description of two
new species of fossil shells of the genera Scaphites and Crepidula:
With some observations on the ferruginous sand, plastic clay, and
Upper Marine formations of the United States. Offprint from Journal
of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia 6 (1829). 16, 61-67pp.
Engraved frontispiece by A. Lawson after Morton’s drawings. 235 x
150 mm. (uncut). Original plain wrappers, creased vertically, a few
minor tears. Margins a bit frayed, but very good. Presentation Copy,
inscribed by Morton on the front wrapper: “Chester County Cabinet
of Natural Science. Presented by the Author July 18, 1829.”			
					$500
First Edition, Offprint Issue. Morton made significant contributions
to paleontology at a time when natural history research in the United States
was still in its infancy. An active member and officer of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Morton took good advantage of his access to
the Academy’s extensive collections, studying fossil specimens delivered to Philadelphia from overseas ports or the
American frontier. “Morton cemented his reputation as a paleontologist after describing fossils unearthed in the
digging of the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal. Later, he was selected to describe the fossils that Lewis and Clark
brought back with them from the American West. Morton’s studies of fossils in Cretaceous sand and marl layers
in New Jersey showed their relation to chalk regions of Europe. A century later, such research would be used to
document continental drift.” (Penn Museum). Morton had some skill as an artist: His paper on new fossil species
of Scaphites (ammonites) and Crepidula (slipper shells) is illustrated with an engraving made from his drawings.
“Morton’s Life: Biography.” Penn Museum. University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. Accessed 1/23/2019. 44499
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Corrected in Morton’s Hand
26. Morton, William T. G. (1819-68). On the loss of the teeth, and
the modern way of restoring them, as practised by W. T. G. Morton,
author of “Morton on the inhalation of ether,” “Voice from Europe,”
&c. 32pp. Lacking frontispiece. Boston: William A. Hall, 1848. 126 x 83
mm. Original printed wrappers, all edges gilt, wrapper corners a bit
creased.Very good. Manuscript corrections in Morton’s hand on pages 19
and 20.							$1500
Second edition of this tiny pamphlet, expanded by eight pages from the
first edition of 1847. Both editions are very scarce—OCLC lists three copies
of the 1847 edition and thirteen copies of the 1848 edition. Our copy bears
corrections in Morton’s hand on pages 19 and 20 to the list of “distinguished
individuals” who presented Morton with a “Testimonial in honor of the ether
discovery.”
As is well known, Morton, a Boston dentist, gave the first public demonstration
of ether anesthesia on October 16, 1846, during a surgical operation performed by John C. Warren at Massachusetts
General Hospital. In the fall of 1847, after some unsuccessful attempts to capitalize on the ether discovery, Morton
and his brother-in-law Francis Whitman issued On the Loss of the Teeth to advertise their shared dental practice; the
last six pages contain an account of Morton’s “Great Discovery” and testimonials and abstracts from the medical
press. After Whitman’s death in November 1847, Morton reissued the On the Loss of the Teeth under his own name,
adding eight further pages of testimonials and “Opinions of the Press” on the ether discovery. The second edition’s
title-page states that ten thousand copies were printed, but this number is undoubtedly an exaggeration. Fulton &
Stanton, Centennial of Surgical Anesthesia, IV.28. Wolfe, Tarnished Idol, pp. 162-163. 44798
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Optics and Color Theory
27. Newton, Sir Isaac (1642-1727). Opticks. . . . 4to. [4],
144, 211, [1]pp. 19 engraved plates. London: printed for Sam.
Smith, and Benjamin Walford, 1704. 247 x 191 mm. Paneled
calf, gilt spine c. 1704, spine repaired, endpapers renewed
(endpaper sheets watermarked with date 1802). Insignificant
worming in gutter margin of last few leaves, but a fine, clean
copy, preserved in a quarter morocco drop-back box.			
		
$60,000
First Edition of the most famous book on optics ever written
in the English language; First Issue, without Newton’s name on the
title and with the two additional mathematical treatises. The Opticks
expounds the corpuscular theory of light developed by Newton,
which was the dominant theory until modern times when it was
combined with the wave theory developed by Newton’s contemporary Huygens. The Opticks also contains a full explanation for the
rainbow, an explanation of “Newton’s rings,” and consideration of
double refraction in Iceland spar. In color theory, the Opticks provides the starting point for modern concepts. Newton proved experimentally that all colors are contained in white
light and devised the first organized color circle to show his concept of seven primary colors. The color circle,
illustrated in fig. 11, pl. 3, Bk. 1, pt. 2, has been made use of in virtually all later treatises on color theory.
Unlike most of Newton’s works, Opticks was originally published in English, with the Latin version following in
1706. In an appendix to the Opticks are two mathematical treatises in Latin which Newton issued in response to
Leibniz relative to their dispute over priority in the invention of the calculus. These are Newton’s first published
works in mathematics. Boyer, The Rainbow (1959), pp. 233-68. Birren, History of Color in Painting (1965), pp. 21ff.,
139. Horblit 79b. Dibner 148. Printing and the Mind of Man 172. Dictionary of Scientific Biography. Norman 1588. Babson 132. 41426
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28. Owen, Richard (1804-92). The President and Council of the Royal College of Surgeons of
England request the honor of the company of Dr. Alfred Taylor at evening meetings on Wednesday
11th of June, 2nd of July and 13th of August. Lithographed invitation printed on card stock; Taylor’s
name added in ink. [London] Lincoln’s Inn Fields, May 1851. 115 x 157 mm. Creased horizontally with
some cracking, some soiling, minor edgewear, but good overall.				
$150
An invitation to three evening lectures at the Royal College of Surgeons: comparative anatomist and
paleontologist Richard Owen (1804-92) on metamorphosis and metagenesis; pathologist James Paget (1814-99)
on recent progress in anatomy and its relation to surgery, and microscopist John Thomas Quekett (1815-61) on
the organic basis of the vegetable and animal skeleton. Alfred Swaine Taylor, recipient of the invitation, was a
prominent specialist in forensic medicine who invented the field of forensic toxicology; see Garrison-Morton.
com 1738. 44813

Discovery of the Thoracic Duct
29. Pecquet, Jean (1622-1674). Experimenta nova anatomica, quibus incognitum hactenus chyli
receptaculum, & ab eo per thoracem in ramos usque subclavios vasa lactea deteguntur. 4to. [12],
108pp. Text engravings, including full-page engraving on p. 21. Paris: Sebastian Cramoisy and Gabriel
Cramoisy, 1651. 222 x 170 mm. (uncut). Limp boards ca. 1651, title in ink on spine, worm traces inside
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both covers, light wear and soiling. Portion of front free
endpaper torn away, evidence of stamp removal on final
leaf, minor foxing and toning, but very good.			
			$17,500
First Edition. In his experiments with live dogs Pecquet discovered the thoracic duct and chyle reservoir (receptaculum chylii), which had been sought after since Aselli’s
discovery of the chyliferous vessels (lacteals) in dogs in 1627.
Pecquet correctly described the termination of the chyliferous vessels (Aselli’s “lacteal veins”) in the chyle reservoir,
refuting the erroneous notion that the vessels ended in the
liver; he also described the junction of the thoracic duct
at the union of the jugular and subclavical veins. Pecquet’s
discovery clarified for the first time the process of absorption
in digestion. Garrison-Morton (online) 1094. Norman 1676.
43485

Reed on Yellow Fever—Presentation Copies
30. Reed, Walter (1851-1902)
et al. (1) The etiology of yellow
fever: An additional note. Offprint
from Journal of the American Medical
Association (1901). 24pp. 206 x 141
mm. Original printed wrappers.
Presentation Copy, with “Compliments of the writers” stamped on
the front wrapper. (2) Experimental
yellow fever. Offprint from Transactions of the Association of American
Physicians 16 (1901). 26pp. 231 x 150
mm. Original printed wrappers,
slightly faded. Presentation Copy,
with “Compliments of the writers” stamped on the front wrapper.
Together two items. Fine.				

$600

First Editions, Offprint Issues. The first paper listed above is the second of Reed’s three papers on
the etiology of yellow fever, published the year after his first announcement that the disease is transmitted to
humans by the female Aëdes aegypti mosquito (see Garrison-Morton 5457). No. (2) above describes the results
of Reed’s successful attempts to produce yellow fever in human subjects by inoculating them with blood from
infected patients. Both offprints bear the authors’ presentation stamp.
“Reed and his colleagues discovered that the female Aëdes aegypti mosquito can become infected by biting a
victim of yellow fever only during the first three days of the course of the illness; she does not become infec-
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tious for two weeks thereafter, but may then remain infectious for up to two months . . . Through experimentation Reed and his group established that whole blood taken from a patient early in the course of the disease
will, upon injection into a susceptible person, cause yellow fever. They also determined that blood from an
infected person could be passed through a Pasteur filter and still remain infectious; this was the first known
filterable virus causing a human infection” (Dictionary of Scientific Biography). 43041

Victorian Photoshop?
31. Royal Society. Fellows of the Royal Society. Autotype (carbon-process) composite photographic print by Herbert R. Barraud (1845-96), mounted on heavy paper. London, ca. 1875-80. Image
measures 304 x 522 mm.; mount measures 405 x 600 mm. Minor dust-soiling, mount with a few marginal tears and a small crease in the lower margin.Very good. From the archive of Alfred Swaine Taylor
(1806-80), founder of forensic toxicology and a Fellow of the Royal Society.			
$750
Unusual composite photographic print of the Fellows of the Royal Society, created by placing individual
photographs against a painted background, then printing the resulting image—a remote ancestor of Photoshop!
The print was made with the autotype process, a fade-resistant method that uses pigmented gelatin. Barraud,
a noted Victorian portrait photographer with studios in London and Liverpool, produced a number of images
using this method, including a similar photographic print of the Royal Society dated 1 July 1878. This copy is
from the archive of Alfred Swaine Taylor, founder of forensic toxicology and a Fellow of the Royal Society since
1845. 44837
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“An Absence of that Convulsive Struggling & Clenching of the Hands”
32. [Taylor, Alfred Swaine (1806-80).] Blake, John. Autograph letter signed to Taylor on the trial
of Elizabeth Pinckard, the last woman publicly
hanged in Northampton. 3pp. Northampton, 4
August 1852. 224 x 186 mm. Some dust-soiling
to blank last page, creased where previously
folded, but very good. Docketed in Taylor’s hand.
						$950
Remarkable letter from Blake, who identified
himself in his letter as a coroner, to Alfred Swaine
Taylor, founder of forensic toxicology and the leading medical jurist in England in the mid-nineteenth
century. Taylor held the professorship post of medical jurisprudence at Guy’s Hospital from 1831 until
1877 and was the author of several books on forensic
medicine, including Elements of Medical Jurisprudence
(1836; Garrison-Morton.com 1738) and On Poisons
in Relation to Medical Jurisprudence and Medicine (1858).
He appeared as an expert witness in several famous
criminal trials—including that of William Palmer, the
notorious “Rugeley Poisoner”—and served as the
model for R. Austin Freeman’s fictional detective, Dr.
Thorndyke.
Blake’s letter was prompted by Taylor’s testimony in
the trial of Elizabeth Pinckard, who had strangled
her mother-in-law in October 1851 so that she and her husband could inherit the old woman’s £1000 fortune.
Pinckard tried to make her victim’s death look like suicide by hanging, but Taylor, an expert in strangulation
deaths, argued that the deceased’s wounds and general post-mortem appearance were inconsistent with selfdestruction. Taylor’s testimony helped to convict Pinckard, who was executed for her crime on 16 May 1852—
the last woman to be publicly hanged in the city of Northampton. Taylor referred to the Pinckard case in later
editions of his Manual of Medical Jurisprudence (1844).
One of Taylor’s points of evidence was that the deceased’s hands showed no sign of the spasmodic clenching
normally seen in deaths by hanging, which he took to indicate that her hands had been rearranged later by
her killer. In his letter to Taylor, Blake noted that “I was struck by this evidence at the time, for although I had
always noticed this particular appearance of the hands in parties who had died by hanging, it had always been in
cases where there had been actual suspension.” Based on his experience as a coroner, Blake was of the opinion that “when death takes place by the gradual suspension of respiration & circulation caused by the deceased
strangling himself whilst in a sitting or recumbent position there would be an absence of that convulsive struggling & clenching of the hands.” However, Blake was “perfectly convinced” of “the accuracy of the conclusion”
at which Taylor arrived in the Pinckard case. Barrell, Fatal Evidence: Professor Alfred Swaine Taylor & the Dawn of
Forensic Science. Pinckard, Derek. “The Trial.” Elizabeth Pinckard--The Last Woman to Be Publicly Handed in
Northampton. Web site. Accessed 1/24/19. 44832
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Poison Wallpaper
33. Taylor, Alfred Swaine (1806-80); Henry Carr (1817-88). Archive relating to poisoning caused
by wallpaper printed with arsenic-based pigments. 29 items, including wallpaper samples (sealed),
galley proofs of a pamphlet by Carr, and 24 autograph letters signed to Taylor from Carr. 1857-1880.
Several items with rodent damage affecting some text; one item mended with clear tape; minor soiling.
Overall good to very good. Click here for list.				$1500
Taylor, the founder of forensic toxicology, was one of the first medical experts to point out the toxicity of
the popular “Scheele’s green” and other arsenic-based pigments used to color mid-nineteenth century wallpapers and other home goods. Beginning in 1858, before the danger of these pigments was well understood, Taylor
testified to their noxious effects both in person and in print, fighting an uphill battle against wallpaper manufacturers, furniture makers, cloth dyers and other interested parties. Our archive contains evidence of Taylor’s early
interest in wallpaper poisoning, including a handwritten extract from the Lancet of 21 February 1857 and two
1858 newspaper clippings, annotated by Taylor, from the Times of London.
Taylor’s work helped increase public awareness of the arsenic problem and he gained many supporters, one of
whom was Henry Carr, a retired civil engineer who devoted the last decade of his life to campaigning against
arsenical dyes. Carr was the author of the pamphlets Our Domestic Poisons (1879) and Poisons in Domestic Fabrics in Relation to Trade and Art (1880); galley proofs of the latter are included in this archive. Most of the archive
consists of letters to Taylor from Carr written in 1879 and 1880, discussing arsenic in wallpaper, testing for
arsenic and related subjects. Also contained in the archive are three small samples of arsenical wallpaper (sealed),
labeled in Carr’s hand. Barrell, Fatal Evidence: Professor Alfred Swaine Taylor & the Dawn of Forensic Science, pp. 152154. Whorton, The Arsenic Century: How Victorian Britain Was Poisoned at Home,Work & Play, ch. 8. “Henry Carr.”
Grace’s Guide to British Industrial History, 30 Aug. 2017. Accessed 1/9/19. 44789
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Portrait by Herbert Watkins
34. Taylor, Alfred Swaine (1806-80). Portrait
photograph of Taylor by Herbert Watkins (1828-1916).
London, n.d. (dated “March 1860” in pencil on the
verso). Oval image measuring 195 x 149 mm., mounted
on card measuring 367 x 273 mm. Some dust-soiling
to mount, a few spots, but very good. Watkins’s blindstamp in the lower right corner.		 $750
Portrait of Taylor circa age 54, most likely unpublished, showing him seated in three-quarter profile. Herbert
Watkins, the photographer, was known for his portraits of
Victorian celebrities, some of which he published under
the title National Gallery of Photographic Portraits. His portrait
of Taylor was not included in this collection, and we have
found no record of it on line. 44825

“Signs of S_d__y”—Forensic Analysis Used in Boulton & Park Sodomy Trial
35. Taylor, Alfred Swaine (1806-80). Autograph
medical report relating to the notorious Boulton and
Park sodomy trial in Victorian London. 2 pages on one
sheet. N.p., n.d. [London, 1870 or 1871]. 319 x 202pp.
2 lacunae along folds, affecting a few words, otherwise
very good.		 $2500
Remarkable forensic report recording Taylor’s detailed
medical examination of Thomas Ernest Boulton (18471904) and Frederick William Park (1846-81), two crossdressers and suspected homosexuals who had been arrested
in the spring of 1870 for conspiring and inciting others to
commit “unnatural offenses.” Boulton and Park, who went
by the nicknames “Stella” and “Fanny,” were well known in
London as drag performers and habitués of the West End,
where they would attend theaters and other public places
in both male and female dress. After their arrest Taylor, a
distinguished forensics expert, was asked by the court to
determine whether there was sufficient physical evidence
to convict the two men of sodomy, a crime punishable by
life imprisonment. His written account of the examination,
which we are offering here, is certainly one of the earliest surviving autograph forensic reports associated
with a criminal trial for homosexuality.
Taylor’s report begins with a list of physical characteristics
supposedly associated with male homosexuality—including
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“funnel shaped deformation of anus,” “relaxation of sphincter,” “obliteration of [anal] folds” and “dilatation of anal orifice”— taken from Ambroise Tardieu’s Étude médico-légale sur
les attentats aux moeurs (1857), one of the most influential and
widely read 19th-century treatises on the subject of sexual
“deviancy.” It continues with Taylor’s detailed observations
of the characteristics exhibited by the two defendants. Taylor
noted Park’s
funnel shaped deformation not strongly but still tolerably
marked; obliteration of folds on left side almost complete . . . a
mark at back of anus, a vein partly surrounded by horse-shoe
shaped white mark which may or may not have been scar of
superficial sore . . . the two first are described by Tardieu &
Casper [Johann Ludwig Casper, another writer on homosexuality] as signs of s_d__y. The man contracted nates [buttocks]
very strongly during examn which Tardieu mentions as trick
common to guilty persons endeavouring to conceal traces.

Boulton’s examination revealed
Excavations behind anus such as is common in children who
itch . . . Folds of anus if [anything] more marked than usual . . .
On dragging surrounding parts so as to expose mucous membrane five condylomata [anal warts] from size of mustard seed
to that of hemp seed . . . In passing my finger found peculiar
condition it did not come into the free cavity of rectum but
passed first an outer constriction (part of sphincter) & then lay
up to second joint in a tube more or less tight to the finger . . .
These appearances not conclusive but according to Tardieu &
others suspicious at least.

Taylor illustrated his report with outline sketches of “funnel shaped deformation” compared to the “natural
state” of the anus and buttocks. After completing his examination, Taylor concluded that there wasn’t enough
medical evidence present to convict Boulton and Park of sodomy. Other experts agreed, and when the case
came to trial in May 1871 the prosecution failed to prove its argument against the two men. Boulton and Park
were acquitted after a jury deliberation of only 53 minutes. Barrell, Fatal Evidence: Professor Alfred Swaine Taylor
& the Dawn of Forensic Science, pp. 188-189. “Ernest Boulton (1849-?) and Frederick William Park (1848-1881)
Performers.” A Gender Variance Who’s Who, 20 July 2008. Accessed 7 January 2019. 44785
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Rare Manuscript Notebook on Rocketry by the Founder of Spaceflight Theory
36. Tsiolkovsky, Konstantin Eduardovich (1857-1935).
[In Cyrillic:] Issledovanie mirovykh prostrantsv’ reaktivnymi
priborami. Autograph manuscript notebook, signed four
times in the document. 13 leaves ([2], 24pp.), illustrated with
7 technical drawings. Kaluga, 1913. 210 x 148 mm. Crudely
side-stitched with some leaves partly loose, top portion of last
leaf torn away with loss of several lines of text, scattered stains,
light edgewear, otherwise in good condition. $20,000
Extremely Rare Signed Autograph Document on
rocketry by Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, author of the first separately
published work on space rockets, whose early 20th-century work
on “reaction devices” marks the start of spaceflight theory. “Tsiolkovsky not only solved theoretically such age-old questions as
how to escape from the Earth’s atmosphere and gravitational field,
but he also described several rockets. The first, conceived in 1903,
was to be powered by liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen—a very
modern propellant combination . . . [Tsiolkovsky] made another
discovery—the multistage rocket, which he called the ‘rocket train’
. . . Tsiolkovsky was the first to analyze [this] idea in a sophisticated
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manner. The multistage technique, he concluded, was the only feasible means by which a space vehicle could
attain the velocity necessary to escape from the Earth’s gravitational hold” (Von Braun & Ordway, p. 42).
Between 1903 and 1914 Tsiolkovsky published his most important work, the three-part Issledovanie mirovykh
prostrantsv’ reaktivnymi priborami (Exploration of space using reactive devices),which was the first separatelyprinted scientific work on space rockets. In this work he “set forth his theory of the motion of rockets, established the possibility of space travel by means of rockets, and adduced the fundamental flight formulas” (Dictionary of Scientific Biography). The first two parts (1903 and 1911-12) appeared as journal articles, while the final
part (1914) was self-published by Tsiolkovsky using funds from his meager teacher’s salary. The first page of our
manuscript gives a fascinating glimpse into this publication process, as it consists of a mock-up of the third part’s
front wrapper, complete with illustration. There is an important difference, however: Our manuscript’s “imprint”
date is 1913, a year earlier than the published work, suggesting that Tsiolkovsky had finished his design for the
front wrapper’s layout by that time.
The manuscript we are offering has the same title as Tsiolkovsky’s publication, but its contents bear little resemblance to the published text and it is likely that the document is a scientific notebook used by Tsiolkovsky to work
out some of his ideas on rocketry rather than a draft of the third part of Issledovanie mirovykh prostrantsv’ reaktivnymi
priborami. Our manuscript is similar to an autograph Tsiolkovsky notebook dated 1912 that sold for $14,640 at
Bonhams on 5 May 2011: The two are roughly the same size and made of similar paper, both are stitched together
in the left margin, and both contain several Tsiolkovsky signatures. Our notebook compares favorably to the Bonhams example, as it is three times longer (24 pages versus 8 pages) and contains seven drawings compared to the
other’s single diagram.Von Braun & Ordway, History of Rocketry and Space Travel (1975), pp. 40-43. Winter, “Planning
for spaceflight: 1880s to 1930s,” in Blueprint for Space, ed. Ordway and Liebermann (1992), pp. 104-105. 44793
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Ether Anesthesia—First Truly Significant Medical Patent
37. U. S. Patent Office. To all persons to whom these presents shall come, greeting: This is to
certify, that the annexed is a true copy from the records of this office of the file wrapper and contents
in the matter of the letters patent granted
Wm. T. G. Morton assignee of C. W. Jackson and Wm. T. G. Morton Nov. 12, 1846
. . . Manuscript document, plus printed
cover completed in manuscript and signed
by David P. Holloway, U. S. Commissioner
of Patents. 10 sheets including cover, tied
together with silk ribbon; paper seal of
the U. S. Patent Office on the first sheet.
Washington, D.C., 13 June 1864. 329 x
206 mm. Minor creasing, cover sheet a bit
soiled and with a few small marginal tears
and fraying, but very good.
$9500
Official manuscript transcription from
the U. S. Patent Office of Patent No. 4848 for
ether inhalation anesthesia. This was the first
truly significant medical patent, and a legal record
of the first great American contribution to medicine
and surgery. The printed version of the patent is extraordinarily rare, with only two copies
known; manuscript fair copies from the Patent
Office, which were prepared only by request,
are also extremely uncommon.
For many years after the introduction of surgical anesthesia, it was believed that William T. G.
Morton, a Boston dentist, was responsible for
discovering ether’s effectiveness as an anesthetic. Recent research has shown that Morton owed his knowledge of ether to Charles
Jackson, a well-known physician, chemist and
geologist, who had discovered the anesthetic
properties of sulfuric ether in the winter of
1841-42. Jackson first told Morton about
ether on September 30, 1846; on October 16,
at Jackson’s urging, Morton became the first person to successfully use ether to anesthetize a surgical patient.
This famous operation, in which a tumor was removed from the patient’s jaw, was performed by the eminent
surgeon John Collins Warren at the Massachusetts General Hospital, in a building now referred to as the “ether
dome.”
Seeking to profit from the discovery, Morton persuaded Jackson to take out a joint patent on ether anesthesia.
The two men executed the papers on October 27, 1846 and on November 12, 1846 the U. S. Patent Office
issued Patent No. 4848 to Jackson and Morton. Jackson, who had no interest in making money from ether
anesthesia, was philosophically opposed to the patent and agreed to it only as a means of establishing his claim
to the discovery. The ether patent turned out to be unenforceable, and ether anesthesia soon came into free and
general use. Garrison-Morton.com 7310 for the printed version of the patent. Wolfe, Tarnished Idol. 44799
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Rare Early Report on Alan Turing’s ACE Computer
38. Wilkinson, James Hardy. (1) Confidential. Progress report on the Automatic Computing
Engine. Mimeograph typescript. [1], 127ff. 12 plates. N.p.: National Physical Laboratory, April 1948.
324 x 202 mm. Original tan printed wrappers, green cloth spine, small tear in upper portion of backstrip, corners a bit worn, back wrapper a bit creased. “Confidential” crossed out on both front wrapper
and title, “Not for publication” and illegible initials inscribed on front wrapper. (2) Report on the pilot
model of the Automatic Computing Engine. Part II. The logical design of the pilot model. Mimeograph typescript. [4], 18pp. 6 diagrams (stapled together) in pocket of back wrapper. N.p.: National
Physical Laboratory, September 1951. 331 x 203 mm. Original printed wrappers, cloth backstrip.Very
good. Ownership stamp of William Wallace Youden (1925-68), bibliographer of computer literature, on
front wrapper. Together two items. Bookplate of computer pioneer Erwin Tomash (1921-2012) in each
part.								$30,000
First Editions of Both Parts, and Extremely Rare, with OCLC recording only six copies of no. (1)
and one of no. (2). The National Physical Laboratory’s ACE (Automatic Computing Engine) was designed by
Alan Turing, who began working on the project a few months before he joined the NPL’s mathematics division
on October 1, 1945. After Turing’s departure from the NPL in September 1947, the project was taken over by
his assistants, James H. Wilkinson and Michael Woodger. Wilkinson’s 1948 report (no. [1]) is one of the earliest
documents on the ACE and contains probably the most detailed description of the work done to date in building the test assembly. The numerous programs published in this report include some of the earliest surviving
examples of Turing’s programming for the machine.
In 1949 the NPL issued a second report on the ACE written by Stanley Gill, titled Automatic Computing Engine:
Progress Report No. 2, Description of Hollerith Input and Output for the Pilot Model (not included here). In the same
year the original ACE test assembly was abandoned and a redesigned simpler version began construction; this
simplified version, described in Wilkinson’s 1951 report (no. [2]), came to be known as the Pilot ACE. Wilkinson’s introduction to the 1951 report noted this change in the design process:
In an earlier Progress Report [i.e., no. (1) above] the logical designs of two machines were described, the first a
small machine referred to as a Pilot model, the second a large scale machine referred to as the Automatic Comput-
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ing Engine (A.C.E.). The machine which is the subject of this [1951] report is roughly equivalent to the pilot model
described in [the 1948 report], but it differs sufficiently in detail to make it more convenient to give a self-contained
description of its logical design rather than summarise its points of difference (p. 1).

The 1951 report is subtitled “Part II” but we have found no evidence of a “Part I,” and it seems clear from
Wilkinson’s introduction that the 1951 report was meant to serve as the second part of the 1948 report. OCLC
records only one copy of the 1951 report, at the University of Illinois; the catalogue description incorrectly
gives the pagination as 127 leaves, perhaps confusing it with the 1948 report.
Despite its prototype status the Pilot ACE was immediately pressed into service on its completion, as it was then
the only computer in a British government department. It remained in operation until 1956. Origins of Cyberspace 933.Yates, Turing’s Legacy: A History of Computing at the National Physical Laboratory 1945–1995, 337, no. 138.
44770
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